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Live-Captioning
• This webinar is being live-captioned.
Please copy and paste the link sent to
you in the chat box at the start of the
webinar to take advantage of this
service.
• A prepopulated sign-in page will
appear. Please click “register.” There
is no need to fill in your information.
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Q&A
To reduce background noise, we have muted all participants. Although chat has been
disabled, you are welcome to communicate by using the Q & A box.

Your Participation
• We will monitor the Q & A box
throughout the presentation. Please feel
free to use it at any time for any
comments or questions you have.
• Simply click on the Q & A box panel at
the top left corner of your screen and
send us your question.
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REL Central: Who We Are

The Regional Educational Laboratory (REL) Central at Marzano Research
serves the applied education research needs of Colorado, Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming.
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REL Central: Colorado School Improvement Research Partnership

A partnership united by goals to support school improvement efforts throughout
Colorado in order to improve student learning outcomes.

Areas of Focus
Program
evaluation

Cost
analysis

Data
use

Program Evaluation Toolkit
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Meet Our Presenters

• Jeanette Joyce, REL Central
• Joshua Stewart, REL Central
• David Yanoski, REL Central
• Mckenzie Haines, REL Central
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Meet Our Participants (Poll Question)

What is your role within your organization?

1. State administrator, official, or policymaker
2. Program evaluator
3. School or district leader
4. School board member or local education agency member
5. Other
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Goals

1. To share how REL Central’s Program Evaluation Toolkit can be used in a variety of
education contexts.
2. To give an example of how to use the Program Evaluation Toolkit.
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Introduction to the Program Evaluation Toolkit
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Quick Start Guide
What you’ll find in the quick start guide:
• What is the toolkit?
• What is program evaluation?
• Who should use the toolkit?
• Am I ready to use this toolkit?
• Where to start?
• What is included in the toolkit?
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Navigating the Program Evaluation Modules Website

• Introduce website.
• Multiple entry points to website.
• Where to find content and tools.
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Uses of the Program Evaluation Toolkit

• Developing programs.
• Evaluating program options.

• Implementing continuous improvement processes.
• Conducting evaluations.
• Collecting data for reporting purposes.
• Being a more informed consumer of evaluation services.
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What Is Included in the Program Evaluation Toolkit?
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Module 1: Logic Models
Chapters
•

Chapter 1: Understand the purpose and components of
logic models

•

Chapter 2: Write a problem statement to better
understand the problem that the program is designed to
address

•

Chapter 3: Use the logic model to describe the program’s
resources, activities, and outputs

•

Chapter 4: Use the logic model to describe the shortterm, mid-term, and long-term outcomes of the program

Resources
•

AMMP! Logic Model

•

Definitions of Logic Model Components

•

Logic Model Template

Logic models are the center of program evaluation
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Logic Model Template
Problem statement: Students at the middle school have experienced unfinished learning due to school closures as a result of COVID-19. Stakeholders, including district staff,
students, parents, community services, and community members, are concerned about the unfinished learning. Research has indicated that unfinished learning in middle school is
correlated with low math achievement. The school district has recently received a federal grant and would like to use these funds to address math achievement.

Resources
•Grant funding
•School facilities (office
space, gym, classrooms,
outdoor space)
•School transportation
•Volunteer tutors
•School staff
•Teacher-designed math
extension activities
•Partnerships with the
local recreation center
and businesses

Activities
•Training of volunteer
tutors
•Tutoring or homework
help
•Outreach activities, such
as newsletters
•Math extension activities,
such as math games and
experiments
•Recreational activities
•Field trips, such as
community-sponsored
activities

Outputs
•Student attendance in
AMMP!
•Hours of provided
tutoring
•Tutor attendance in
training
•Tutoring records
•Lesson plans
•Schedules of math
extension, recreational
activities, and field trips
•Meeting minutes

Short-term outcomes

Mid-term outcomes

Long-term outcomes

•Community awareness of
AMMP!
•Increased tutor
knowledge of effective
techniques
•Student awareness of
AMMP!
•Teacher promotion of
AMMP!
•Increased teacher support
for AMMP! activities

•Increased student
participation in AMMP!
•Increased readiness for
high school math
•Increased engagement in
math classes
•Increased community and
business participation in
AMMP! activities

•Improved performance
on state math
assessments
•Improved school–
community relationships

Additional considerations: Availability of tutors and school facilities.
Including recreational activities will improve attendance.
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Module 2: Evaluation Questions
Chapters
•

Chapter 1: Learn the difference between process and
outcome evaluation questions and understand how they
relate to your logic model

•

Chapter 2: Use a systematic framework to write, review,
and modify evaluation questions

•

Chapter 3: Prioritize questions to address in your
evaluation

Resources
•

AMMP! Logic Model

•

Identifying Evaluation Questions Worksheet

•

Assessing Evaluation Questions

•

Prioritizing Evaluation Questions Worksheet

Logic models are the center of program evaluation
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Evaluation Questions
Process Questions
• How many students attended AMMP!
each month?

• How many recreational activities were
offered to AMMP! participants? What
types?

Outcome Question
• How do AMMP! participants’ scores on
high school math placement tests
compare to nonparticipants’ scores?
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Module 3: Evaluation Design
Chapters
•

Chapter 1: Consider different evaluation design
categories

•

Chapter 2: Review threats to validity that you should
consider when designing an evaluation

•

Chapter 3: Inform your evaluation design with evidence
guidelines

Resources
•

AMMP! Logic Model

•

Evaluation Design: Matching Activity

•

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/

•

Guiding Questions: Evidence and Standards

•

Evaluation Design Selection Worksheet

Logic models are the center of program evaluation
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Evaluation Design Selection: Descriptive
• Document the number of volunteer tutors trained to ensure that there are enough staff
to provide after-school homework support to students.

• Example descriptive design questions include the following:
–

How many volunteer tutors were trained to implement AMMP!?

–

How many tutoring hours, on average, did students receive?

–

What are the characteristics of students and volunteers participating in the program?

• Understand:
–

Whether enough tutors were trained.

–

Whether those tutors are meeting with students.

–

Whether the target population of students is being reached.
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Module 4: Evaluation Samples
Chapters
•

Chapter 1: Understand the purpose of sampling

•

Chapter 2: Consider different sampling techniques

•

Chapter 3: Use the techniques from chapter 2 to develop
a sampling plan

Resources
•

Representative Sample Activity

•

The Generalizer (https://www.thegeneralizer.org/)

•

AMMP! Logic Model

•

Summary of Sampling Types

•

Extra Practice with Sampling Types

•

Sample Size Workbook

•

Sample Size Workbook User’s Guide

•

Sampling Plan for Evaluation Questions

Logic models are the center of program evaluation
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Sample Size Workbook: Single Mean Example
• Focus first on estimating a single mean
for a continuous variable.
• Suppose AMMP! parents rate their
satisfaction with their students’ math
homework completion on a scale of 0
percent to 100 percent satisfied.
–

–

The team assumes that the standard
deviation of parent ratings is 4
percentage points.
The evaluation team wants to estimate
the true average rating for all AMMP!
parents to within plus or minus 1
percentage point.

Enter desired
interval width
divided by the
standard
deviation here.

• The evaluation team finds that they
need 62 parents.
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Module 5: Data Quality
Chapters
•

Chapter 1: Identify the two major types of data and
describe how to use them in an evaluation

•

Chapter 2: Evaluate the quality of your data, using six
key criteria

•

Chapter 3: Connect data to your evaluation questions

Resources

•

AMMP! Logic Model

•

Data Sources: Advantages and Disadvantages

•

Data Quality Dimensions

•

Data Quality Checklist

•

Evaluation Matrix

•

A Guide to Using State Longitudinal Data for Applied
Research

Logic models are the center of program evaluation
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Evaluation Matrix
Evaluation Question

Sample

What evaluation question are
you seeking to answer?

What type of sampling will
you use? What will the
sample size be for each
group?

How do AMMP!
participants’ scores
on high school math
placement tests
compare to
nonparticipants’
scores?

Convenience
sampling of all
participating and
non-participating
AMMP! students.

Purposive sampling
of teachers, parents,
How many
and students. Two
recreational activities
total focus groups for
were offered to
students, parents,
AMMP!
and teachers (six in
participants? What
total). Approximately
types?
eight for each focus
group.

Data

Collection Method

Time Frame

Analysis Method

What data will you use to
How will you collect the data
address this question (for
(for example, existing
How will you summarize the
When and how frequently will
example, assessment scores,
database query, online
data so that the data are
you collect the data?
survey responses, focus group
survey, in-person focus
usable?
data)?
groups)?

Interpretation
How will you reach a
conclusion regarding your
evaluation question?

Request high school
math placement test
Collect when
High school math data for students who students complete the
placement test scores
did and did not
high school math
participate in
placement test.
AMMP!.

Focus group
transcripts from
teachers, parents,
and students about
recreational
activities.

Collect focus group Collect focus group
data from teachers,
data during the
parents, and
middle of the school
students, using audio year and again at the
recorders and notes.
end.
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Module 6: Data Collection
Chapters
•
•
•

Chapter 1: Plan and conduct interviews and focus groups
Chapter 2: Plan and conduct observations
Chapter 3: Design surveys

Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMMP! Logic Model
Guidelines for Interviews and Focus Groups
Guide to Conducting a Needs Assessment for American Indian Students
AMMP! Interview Protocol
AMMP! Focus Group Protocol
Guidelines for Observations
Existing Observation and Survey Instruments
AMMP! Observation Protocol
An Educator’s Guide to Questionnaire Development
Existing Observation and Survey Instruments
Ordered Response Options for Rating Scales
AMMP! Caregiver Perception Survey
AMMP! Logic Model
Interview, Focus Group, Observation, or Survey?
Data Collection Instrument Draft

Logic models are the center of program evaluation
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Data Collection Tool: Focus Group Protocol for Parents
• Think back to when you first heard about AMMP!. What were your initial thoughts
about the program? What questions did you have?
–

Optional probing questions:
• What did you discuss among yourselves about the program? Can you tell me more about what you
thought?
• Why did you think that about AMMP!?
• Where did you hear about AMMP!?
• What did you hear from other teachers/parents/students that led you to think that?

• How many recreational activities were offered? What types?

• What else do you think I should know about AMMP! that I have not asked about?
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Module 7: Data Analysis
Chapters
•
Chapter 1: Common approaches to data preparation and analysis
•
Chapter 2: Basic analyses to build analytic capacity
•
Chapter 3: A framework for understanding the implications of findings and
making justifiable recommendations
Resources
•
AMMP! Logic Model
•
Guidelines for a Codebook
•
Common Sources of Data Errors and Error-Checking Techniques
•
Microsoft Excel Functions for Data Cleaning
•
Survey Methods for Educators: Analysis and Reporting of Survey Data
•
Qualitative Research Methods: A Data Collector’s Field Guide
•
Qualitative Research
•
Cost Analysis: A Starter Kit
•
Descriptive Statistics Activity
•
Common Sources of Data Errors and Error-Checking Techniques
•
Program Evaluation Toolkit Calculator
•
Program Evaluation Toolkit Calculator: User’s Guide
•
Inferential Statistics Activity
•
Microsoft Excel Functions for Data Cleaning
•
Qualitative Analysis Activity
•
Statistical Theory for the RCT-YES Software: Design-Based Causal
Inference for RCTs
•
Evidence to Insights (e2i) Coach
•
Evaluation Matrix

Logic models are the center of program evaluation
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Evaluation Matrix (Part 2)
Evaluation Question

Sample

What evaluation question are
you seeking to answer?

What type of sampling will
you use? What will the
sample size be for each
group?

How do AMMP!
participants’ scores
on high school math
placement tests
compare to
nonparticipants’
scores?

Convenience
sampling of all
participating and
non-participating
AMMP! students.

Purposive sampling
of teachers, parents,
How many
and students. Two
recreational activities
total focus groups for
were offered to
students, parents,
AMMP!
and teachers (six in
participants? What
total). Approximately
types?
eight for each focus
group.

Data

Collection Method

Time Frame

Analysis Method

Interpretation

What data will you use to
How will you collect the data
address this question (for
(for example, existing
How will you summarize the
When and how frequently will
example, assessment scores,
database query, online
data so that the data are
you collect the data?
survey responses, focus group
survey, in-person focus
usable?
data)?
groups)?

How will you reach a
conclusion regarding your
evaluation question?

Compare high school
Request high school
math placement test
math placement test
Collect when
scores of AMMP!
High school math data for students who students complete the
participants and
placement test scores
did and did not
high school math
nonparticipants,
participate in
placement test.
using ordinary least
AMMP!.
squares regression.

Participation in
AMMP! was
associated with
higher scores.

Focus group
transcripts from
teachers, parents,
and students about
recreational
activities.

Midyear focus group
participants
Code focus group
indicated that the
Collect focus group Collect focus group
transcripts for
number and types of
data from teachers,
data during the
themes related to
recreational activities
parents, and
middle of the school recreational activities
offered were not
students, using audio year and again at the at the middle and
sufficient. More
recorders and notes.
end.
end of the school
recreational activities
year.
were offered as a
result.
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Module 8: Dissemination
Approaches
Chapters
•
•

Chapter 1: How to develop a dissemination plan
Chapter 2: Best practices in data visualization

Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Dissemination Plan Template
Determining the Audience
Dissemination Approaches: Pros and Cons
Media Release Template
Summary Template
Infographic Considerations
Federal Plain Language Guidelines and Checking
Recommendations for Plain Language
Key Considerations for Accessibility
Forum Guide to Data Visualization: A Resource for
Education Agencies
Data Visualization Checklist

Logic models are the center of program evaluation
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Dissemination Plan
• Audience: Who are you trying to reach? What groups or organizations can you use to
help reach this audience?
• Message: What is the purpose for the dissemination? What key findings from the
evaluation will be of interest to the audience?
• Approach: Which dissemination approach will best meet your needs?
• Timing: When will the dissemination begin and end?
• Responsible party: Who will lead the dissemination efforts?
Audience

Message

Approach

Timing
(Start–Finish)

Responsible Party

Funders

85 percent of AMMP! tutors plan
to use effective techniques

Evaluation report

May – June 2022

Jeanette J.
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Questions?
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Thank You
Please visit our website and follow us on Twitter for information about our events,
priorities, and alliances, and for access to our many free resources.
ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/regions/central/index.asp
@RELCentral
Or contact us at RELCentral@MarzanoResearch.com
This presentation was prepared under Contract ED-IES-17-C-0005 by Regional Educational Laboratory Central, administered by Marzano Research.
The content does not necessarily reflect the views or policies of IES or the U.S. Department of Education, nor does mention of names, commercial products, or organizations imply endorsement by the U.S. government.
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